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Four theorems concerning saturated chains of prime ideals in a Noetherian 
ring are proved, and it is shown that numerous known results as well as some 
new results on such chains follow as corollaries. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All rings in this article are assumed to be commutative with an identity. 
The undefined terminology is, in general, the same as that in [5]. 
This paper is concerned with saturated chains of prime ideals in Noetherian 
rings and in integral extension rings of such rings. Information on such 
chains is necessary to determine whether or not the chain conjectures on 
prime ideals (for example, the chain conjecture, the normal chain conjecture, 
etc. see Sections 2 and 3 for the definitions) are true. The results obtained in 
this paper should be useful in future work on these conjectures, and they are 
of some interest in their own right. A brief summary on the four notes will 
now be given. 
The Main Theorem in Section 2 shows that given a maximal chain of 
prime ideals of length n (for short, mcpil VZ) in an integral extension domain B 
of a Noetherian domain A, there exists a finite integral extension domain C of 
A such that in D = B[C] there exists a mcpil 11 that lies over the original 
chain in B and that contracts in C to a mcpil n (2.2). Four questions related to 
(2.2) are then asked in (2.3), and some comments on the questions are made. 
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Then, it is shown that if B is an integral extension domain of a local domain R, 
and if there exists a prime ideal P in B such that height P = h and depth 
P = d > 0, then, there exists such a prime ideal in every integral extension 
domain of R (2.4). Also, an analogous result holds for a mcpil n in B (2.8). 
Then, three known corollaries to these last two results, which are needed in 
Section 4, are proved. 
In Section 3 it is shown that if R C S are quasi-local rings such that R is 
Noetherian, S is integral over R, and minimal prime ideals in S lie over 
minimal prime ideals in R, then, there exists a mcpil n in R if and only if 
there exists a mcpil 71 in S (3.4). From this, a number of known results and 
some new results follow as easy corollaries. For example: If H is a Henselian 
local domain that satisfies the f.c.c., then, H satisfies the S.C.C. (3.7) (see (3.6) 
for the definitions); R satisfies the f.c.c. if and only if S satisfies the f.c.c. (3.8); 
there exists a mcpil n in R if and only if there exists a mcpil n in S(X) (3.10); 
and S satisfies the f.c.c. if and only if S(X) does (3.12). Section 3 is closed with 
two questions concerning the contraction of a maximal chain of prime ideals 
in S to R (3.15) and (3.16). 
In Section 4, it is shown that in working with maximal chains of prime 
ideals in a local domain R, it often can be assumed that there does not exist 
a height one maximal ideal in the integral closure of R (4.2)-(4.7). This 
frequently simplifies, to some extent, the problem under consideration. 
In Section 5, a fairly general theorem (5.1) is proved, from which it follows 
that if (R, M) is a local ring and R[X](,,,) satisfies one of the chain conditions 
mentioned in this paper, then so do the rings R[X], , for all maximal ideals N 
in R[X] such that N n R = M (5.5). This result is then generalized to 
quasi-local rings S 1 R as above. 
2. FIRST NOTE 
In this section, a theorem closely related to a known theorem is proved in 
(2.2), four questions related to the theorem are asked (2.3), and then some 
known results that are related to the theorem and that are needed in Section 4 
are given. 
We will often be concerned with maximal chains of prime ideals in a ring. 
Hence, since we use the expression so often, we begin with the following 
definition. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. It will be said that a ring A has a mcpil n in case 
there exists a maximal chain of prime ideals of length n in A (that is, a chain 
of prime ideals p, C ... Cp, such that p0 is minimal, % is maximal, and 
heightp,/p,-, = 1 (i = l,..., n)). 
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In [3, Theorem 1.101, the following interesting result is proved: If there 
exists a mcpil n in some integral extension domain B of a local domain R, 
then there exists a principal integral extension domain R[c] of R that has a 
mcpil n. Although the result is useful, it lacks in at least one particular. 
Namely, it does not show any relation between the given chain in B and the 
chain in R[c], and it is helpful in many circumstances to know how these 
chains compare. (For example, is R[c] C B and is the chain in R[c] the 
contraction of the chain in B ? Also, how do the heights and the depths of the 
corresponding prime ideals in the chains compare ?) Trying to answer these 
and other related questions led to the following theorem, which, although it 
leaves unanswered many questions, it does give more information than 
[3, Theorem 1.101. Theorem (2.2) shows that given a mcpil n in B, there 
exists a finite integral extension domain C of A such that in D = B[C], 
there exists a mcpil n, say (0) C Pr C *.= C F’, , that lies over the given chain 
in B and that contracts in C to a mcpil n. It follows that this situation is 
preserved in the factor rings DIPi and in the quotient rings Api,, , and this is 
useful in induction arguments. 
(2.2) THEOREM (cf. [3, Theorem 1.101). Let A C B be integral domains 
such that A is Noetherian and B is integral over A. Let (0) C QI C *.. C Qn be a 
mcpil n in B. Then, there exists ajnite integral extension domain D = B[cI ,..., c,] 
ofB that hasa mcpiln, say (0) C P1 C ... C P, , such that, with C = A[cI,..., cn] 
andp,=P,nC,(O)Cp,C~~~Cp,isamcpilninCandsuchthat,for 
0 <j < i < n and Bj = B[c, ,..., ci] (B, = B) and Aj = A[c, ,..., ~$1 (A,, = A), 
Pi n Bj = (Qi , c1 ,..., cj)Bj and pi n Aj = (Qi n A, c1 ,..., cj)Aj . Therefore, 
depth pi = depth Qi n A = depth Qi . Moreover, if Qnpl n A is contained in 
exactly k maximal ideals, then the cj can be chosen such that P,-~ is contained in 
at most k f 1 maximal ideals. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. For n = 1, let Q’ be a prime ideal 
in the integral closure B’ of B such that Q’ n B = Q1 , and let q = Q’ n A’, 
where A’ is the integral closure of A. Then, height Q’ = 1, so height q = 1 
[5, (10.14)]. Let c1 E q such that cr is not in any other maximal ideal in A’ that 
lies over Qi n A (or, if A has exactly k maximal ideals ((0) = QnP1 n A), then 
choose ci E q such that ci - 1 is in all other maximal ideals in A’. Then, 
PI = Q’ n B[cJ = (Q1 , c,)B[c,] lies overp, = q n A[cJ = (Q1 n A, c,)A[c,], 
and p, is a height one maximal ideal. Also, if A has exactly k maximal ideals, 
then the maximal ideals in A[c,] are p, and the ideals (Mh , c1 - l)A[cJ, 
where the Mh are the maximal ideals in A (including Q, n A if and only if at 
least two maximal ideals in A’ lie over Qi n A). Therefore, A[c,] has either k 
or k + 1 maximal ideals. 
Therefore, assume that n > 1 and the conclusion holds for n - 1. Let 
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(0) C Qr C ... C Qpa be a mcpil n in B. Let Q’ be a prime ideal in B’ such that 
Q’nB =Ql, and let q = Q’ n A’. Then, 1 = height Q’ = height q, and 
q n A = Qr n A. Let cr E q such that cr is not in any other prime ideal in A’ 
that lies over Qr n A, let B, = @cl], let A, = A[c,], let P = Q’ n B, , and 
letp = q n A,, so heightp = 1. Then, P = (Q1, ~$3, ,p = (Q1 n d, cJA, , 
and P (7 A, = p. Also, Al/p = A/(Q, n A) 2 B/Q1 = B,/P satisfy the condi- 
tions on A and B, and (0) = QJQr C ... C Q,JQr is a mcpil n - 1. Therefore, 
by induction, there exists a finite integral extension domain 
Do = (B,/P)[d, ,..., d,-;I 
of BJP that has a mcpil n - 1, say, (0) C PI0 C ... C Pz-, such that, with 
Co = (A,lzW, ,..., 4-J and pi0 = Pi0 n Co, (0) C p,O C ... C pz-, is a 
mcpil n - 1 and, for 0 < j < i < n - 1, Pi0 n (B,/P)[d, ,..., dj] = 
(QilQl 3 4 >*“, 4) andPi n (Allp)[dl ,..., 41 = ((QiiQJ n (AI/P), dl ,...y dj)* 
Further, the di can be chosen such that p”,-s is contained in at most k f 1 
maximal ideals, if (Q,+JQr) n (Al/p) is contained in exactly k maximal ideals. 
Since Do is a homomorphic image of (B,/P)[X, ,..., X,-r] and Co is the 
induced homomorphic image of (A,/p)[X, ,..., X+r], it follows that there 
exists an integral extension domain D = Br[ca ,..., c,J of B, that has a prime 
ideal PI such that PI n B, = P and DIP, = Do (and cj + PI = d,-, 
(j = 2,..., a)) and PI n C = p, is such that p1 n A, = p and C/p, = Co 
(where C = A,[c, ,..., cn]). 
Then, height PI = 1 (since height P = 1) and height p, == 1 (since 
height p = I), so there exists a mcpil n, say (0) C PI C ... C P, in D 
such that P,/Pl = P,“_, (i = I,..., n) and such that, with pi = Pi n C, 
(O)Cp,C...Cp,isamcpilnandp,/p,=p~-_,.Fori3j~O,letPii= 
Pi n Bi , let Qii = (Qi , cr ,..., c,)B, , let pij = p, n Aj , and let qij = 
(Qi n A, cl ,..., cj)Ai . Then, Qij _C Pii and Qij n B = Qi = Pij n B (by the 
properties of Piq_,), and Qii is a prime ideal (consider the factor ring). Hence, 
since D is integral over B, Qij = Pij is a prime ideal. Likewise, qzj = pij is 
a prime ideal and qij n A = Qi n A. Therefore, by integral dependence, 
depth pi = depth Q( n A = depth Qi . Also, if Q+r n A is contained in 
exactly K maximal ideals, then (Q+r n A)/(Ql n A) = (Q&QJ n (Al/p) is 
contained in exactly K maximal ideals, hence, by the choice of the di , piv2 is 
contained in at most K + 1 maximal ideals, and sop,-, is contained in at most 
K + 1 maximal ideals. Q.E.D. 
Before giving some results related to (2.2), we ask some questions con- 
cerning improving it, and make a few comments on the questions. 
(2.3) QUESTION. Let A _C B and (0) CQr C ... CQn be as in (2.2), and let 
A’ be the integral closure of A. 
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(2.3.1) Is height Qi = height (Qi n (B n A’)) ? 
(2.3.2) Does there exist a finite integral extension domain C of A that 
has a mcpil n, say (0) C PI C **a C P,, such that height Pi = height Qt and 
depth Pi = depth Qi (; = l,..., n)? 
(2.3.3) If the answer to (2.3.2) is yes, can C be chosen such that C C B 
andPi=QinC? 
(2.3.4) If the answer to (2.3.2) is yes, can C be chosen to be B n A’? 
The answer to (2.3.1) is yes, if A’ C B [5, (10.14)]. 
The answer to (2.3.2) and to (2.3.3) is yes, if B is Noetherian. For, Qi is a 
minimal prime divisor of (Q$ n A)B, hence, there exists an element ci ~8~ 
such that ci is not in any other prime ideal in B that lies over Qd n A. (The 
same proof shows that the answer is yes, if, for i = l,..., n, 
Qi$U{Qi’ESpecB;Qi’nA=QinA}; 
for example, if B lies between a Noetherian domain and its integral closure.) 
In general, (2.3.2) may b e a difficult problem, at least if one proceeds as in 
the proof of (2.2). Namely, it may happen that if P C Q are prime ideals in B 
such that height Q/P = 1 and height Q > height P + 1, and if P’ C Q’ are 
prime ideals in the integral closure of B such that P’ n B = P, Q’ n B = Q, 
and height P’ = height P, then height Q’ < height Q. For example, let B be 
the local domain R of [5, Example 2, pp. 203-2051 in the case m > 0 and 
r > 0, let P’ = (x - 1, y1 ,..., ymwl)R’, let Q’ = (x - 1, y1 ,..., y,$2’, let 
P=P’nR,andletQ=Q’nR(whereR’andx-l,y,,...,y,areasin 
[5]). Then, height P = height P’ = m, height Q = Y + m + 1, height Q/P = 
height Q’lP’ = 1, and height Q = m + 1. Finally, R, = RL, , so P’ is the 
only prime ideal in R’ that lies over P. 
If the answer to (2.3.4) is yes, then some nice things are true. For example, 
the normal chain conjecture holds (that is, if the integral closure of a 
Noetherian domain A satisfies the f.c.c., then A satisfies the s.c.c., see (3.6) 
for the definitions). For, if B is an integral extension domain of A that has a 
mcpil n, and if A’ satisfies the f.c.c., then, by hypothesis, there exists a mcpil n 
in A’ n B. Now, A CA’ n B CA’ and A’ satisfies the f.c.c., so A’ n B 
satisfies the f.c.c. [5, (34.2)]. Therefore, n = altitude A’ n B = altitude B, so 
B satisfies the f.c.c., hence, A satisfies the S.C.C. (since B was arbitrary). 
One final comment on (2.2) will be made. Namely, if Qn-i n A is contained 
in exactly k maximal ideals, then it is not always possible to choose the q such 
that p,-, is contained in exactly 12 maximal ideals. For example (with k = l), 
let R be as in [5, Example 2, pp. 203-2051 in the case m = 0 and r > 0. Then, 
R is a local domain that satisfies the f.c.c., altitude R = r + 1 > 1, and there 
exists a height one maximal ideal, say Q1 , in the integral closure R’ of R 
481/39/1-6 
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(that is, there exists a mcpil 1 in R’, namely, (0) CQJ. And it is clear that 
there does not exist an integral extension domain C of R that is local and that 
has a mcpil 1. 
Although we do not know the answers to the questions in (2.3), some 
information relating the height and depth of a given prime ideal in B to the 
height and depth of some prime ideal in A is known, if A is a local domain. 
Namely, we have the following remark. 
(2.4) Remark. If in any integral extension domain B of a local domain R 
there exists a prime ideal Q such that height Q = h and depth Q = d > 0, 
then, for each integral extension domain C of R (including R), there exists a 
prime ideal P in C such that height P = h and depth P = d. 
Proof. If height Q = height Q n R, then, depth Q = depth Q n R, so 
the proof can be completed as below. Therefore, assume that height 
Q < height Q n R. Then [IO, Proposition 2.111 says that, in R, there exists 
a prime ideal p such that height p = h and depth p = d. Therefore, if C is 
an integral extension domain of R, then there exists a prime ideal P in C such 
that P n R = p and height P = height p = h; and necessarily, depth 
P = depthp = d. Q.E.D. 
We next prove two known corollaries to (2.4), which are needed in Section 4. 
For these corollaries, we need the following definitions. 
(2.5) DEFINITION. Let A be a ring, let a = altitude A, and let i be a non- 
negative integer. 
(2.5.1) A is said to be an Hi-ring (or, A is said to be Hi) in case, for each 
height i prime ideal p in A, depth p = a - i; that is, height p + depth p = 
altitude A. 
(2.5.2) A is said to be a Ci-ring (or, A is said to be Ci) in case A is 
Hi , Hi+1 , and for all height i prime ideals p in A, all maximal ideals in the 
integral closure of A/p have the same height (= altitude A/p = a - i). 
Numerous properties of Hi-local rings and of Ci-local rings are given in 
[6, 7, 161. Two of these results are easy corollaries to (2.4), as will now be 
shown. 
(2.6) COROLLARY (cf. [6, (2.7)(v)]). Let (R, M) C (S, N) be quasi-local 
domains such that R is Noetherian and S is integral over R. Then, R is Hi q and 
only if S is Hi . In this case, for each height iprime ideal P in S, height P n R = i. 
Proof. Assume that R is Hi , let P be a height i prime ideal in S, and let 
depth P = d. Then, it clearly may be assumed that i < a = altitude S (so, 
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d > 0). Therefore, by (2.4), there exists in R a height i and depth d prime 
ideal. Hence, by hypothesis, d = altitude R - i = a - i, so S is Hi . 
Conversely, let S be Hi and let p be a height i prime ideal in R. Then there 
exists a height i prime ideal P in S such that P n R = p, and necessarily, 
depthp = depth P = altitude S - i = altitude R - i, so R is Hd . 
Finally, if S is Hi and P is a height i prime ideal in S, then altitude R - i = 
depth P = depth P n R, hence, height P n R < i; and i = height P < 
height P n R, hence, height P n R = i. Q.E.D. 
(2.7) COROLLARY (cf. [16, (3.18)]). Let (R, M) c (S, N) be as in (2.6). 
Then, R is Ci (2.5.2) if and only if S is Ci . 
Proof. If R is Ci , then S is Hi and Hi+, , by (2.6). Also, for each height i 
prime ideal P in S, S/P is integral over R/(P n R) and height P n R = i (2.6). 
Therefore, by hypothesis and [5, (10.14)], all maximal ideals in the integral 
closure of SIP have the same height. 
The converse is proved similarly. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.4 can be generalized to semilocal domains, and to the length of a 
saturated chain of prime ideals in B (rather than the height of a prime ideal in 
B), as is shown in (2.8). The result gives a little more information than the 
cited reference. 
To prove (2.8), the following known result is needed [2, Theorem 81: 
If C is a finite integral extension domain of a semilocal domain A, if 
(0) C PI C ..* C Ph is a saturated chain of prime ideals in C, and if depth Ph = 
d > 0, then, there exists a prime ideal p in A such that height p = h and 
depth p = d. 
(2.8) COROLLARY (cf. [3, Theorem 1.111). Let AC Band(O) CQ,C e..CQn 
be as in (2.2). If A is semilocal, then, in each integral extension domain C of A 
(including A) there exist prime ideals Pi such that hezkht Pi = i and depth Pi = 
depth Q$ (i = l,..., a - 1). 
Proof. By (2.2), there exists a finite integral extension domain C of A that 
has a mcpil n, say (0) C *** C qpa such that depth qi = depth Qd (i = l,..., n). 
Then, by [2, Theorem 81, in A there exist prime ideals pi such that height 
pi = i and depth p, = depth Qi (i = l,..., n - 1). Hence, if C is an integral 
extension domain of A, then, in C, there exist prime ideals Pi (i = 1,. . . , n - 1) 
such that Pi n A = pi, height Pi = height pi = i, and depth Pi = depth 
pi = depth Qi . Q.E.D. 
Of course, if n = 1, then (2.8) gives no information. 
To prove an important corollary to (2.8), we need the following definition. 
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(2.9) DEFINITION. Let A be a ring and let a = altitude A. Then, A is 
said to be taut (respectively, taut level) in case, for all prime ideals p in A, 
height p + depth p E (I, a} (respectively, height p + depth p = u). 
Therefore, A is taut if and only if, for each prime ideal p in A, one of the 
following holds: height p + depth p = a; p is a height one maximal ideal; or, 
p is a depth one minimal prime ideal. Also, in terms of (2.5.1), a quasi-local 
ring A is taut (respectively, taut level) if and only if A is Hi , for all 
i = I,..., a = altitude A (respectively, i = 0, I,..., u). 
Numerous prlperties of taut semilocal rings are given in [4, 133. We 
mention here only that a taut level local ring is the same as a local ring that 
satisfies the f.c.c. (see (3.6.1) for the definition) [4, Proposition 71. 
This section will be closed by proving the following known result, which 
follows easily from (2.8). 
(2.10) COROLLARY (cf. [4, Proposition 121). The following statements are 
equivalent for a semilocal domain A : 
(2.10.1) A is taut. 
(2.10.2) There exists an integral extension domain of A that is taut. 
(2.10.3) Every integral extension domain of A is taut. 
Proof. Since A is an integral extension domain of A, (2.10.3) => (2.10.1) 3 
(2.10.2). Finally, assume that B is an integral extension domain of A that is 
taut, let C be an integral extension domain of A, and let P be a prime ideal in 
C. Let height P = h and depth P = d. If d > 0, then there exists a prime 
ideal Q in B such that height Q = h and depth Q = d, by (2.8), so 
h + d E { 1, a = altitude A}, by hypothesis. Therefore, assume that d = 0. 
Then, it clearly may be assumed that h > 1. Then, much as in the first 
paragraph of the proof of (2.2), there exists a he%ht h maximal ideal, say N, 
in the integral closure A’ of A. Therefore, there exists a prime ideal p in A’ 
such that height p = 1 and depth p = h - 1 > 0. (Since A’ has only finitely 
many maximal ideals, there exists c E N such that c is not in any other maximal 
ideal in A’; and then, altitude A’/cA’ = height N/CA’ = h - 1.) Thus, by 
what has already been shown, h = 1 + (h - 1) = a. Therefore, C is taut. 
Q.E.D. 
3. SECOND NOTE 
In this section, we prove a theorem that shows that if R C S are quasi-local 
domains such that R is local and S is integral over R, then {n; there exists a 
mcpil n in R} = {m; there exists a mcpil m in S}. Then, we show that a number 
of known results as well as some new results follow as easy corollaries. 
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The following theorem is the main result in this section. Whereas (2.4) 
gave information about the height and the depth of a prime ideal in an 
integral extension domain of a local domain, (3.1) gives similar (and somewhat 
finer) information about the lengths of maximal chains of prime ideals in 
quasi-local integral extension domains of a local domain. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let (R, M) be a local domain, and let (S, N) be a quasi-local 
integral extension domain of R. Then, there exists a mcpil n in R if and only ;f 
there exists a mcpil n in S. 
Proof. Let (0) CQr C ... CQn = N be a mcpil n in S. Then, depth 
Q+i = 1, so, by (2.8), there exists a prime ideal p in R such that height 
p = n - 1 and depth p = 1. Therefore, it is clear from this that there 
exists a mcpil n in R. 
The converse follows from the going up theorem. Q.E.D. 
If R is Henselian in (3.1), then the conclusion holds for every integral 
extension domain of R, as is shown in the following corollary. 
(3.2) COROLLARY. Let (R, M) be a Henselian local domain, and let S be an 
integral extension domain of R. Then, there exists a mcpil n in S if and only if 
there exists a mcpil n in R. 
Proof. S is quasi-local, since R is Henselian, so the conclusion follows 
from (3.2). Q.E.D. 
(3.3) Remark. (3.2) says that if any integral extension domain of a 
Henselian local domain has a mcpil n, then R and each integral extension 
domain of R has a mcpil n. 
(3.1) can be extended to the case where R and S contain nonzero divisors 
of zero, provided a condition on minimal prime ideals in S is satisfied. 
Namely, we have the following result. 
(3.4) COROLLARY. Let (R, M) C (S, N) be quasi-local rings such that R is 
Noetherian, S is integral over R, and minimal prime ideals in S contract in R to 
minimal prime ideals. Then, there exists a m&l n in S if and only if there 
exists a mcpil n in R. 
Proof. Assume that there exists a mcpil n in S, say Q,, C Qr C *.. C Qn = N, 
and let P,, = Q0 n R. Then, by hypothesis, PO is a minimal prime ideal in R. 
Also, there exists a mcpil n in S/Q,, , namely, Qa/Q,, C QJQa C .*. C N/Q,, . 
Therefore, by (3.1), there exists a mcpil n in R/P, . Hence, since P,, is minimal, 
there exists a mcpil n in R. 
The converse follows from the going up theorem. Q.E.D. 
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(3.5) Remark. The condition that minimal prime ideals in S lie over 
minimal prime ideals in R in (3.4) is necessary. Namely, let (R, M) be a local 
domain such that altitude R = 2, and let p be a height one prime ideal in R. 
Let P = (p, X)R[X], and let Q = (X - b)R[X], where b EM, $p. Then, 
S = WI/P n Q> is integral over R, S has a mcpil 1, but every maximal 
chain of prime ideals in R has length = 2. 
We next show that some known results follow easily from (3.4). For this, 
we need the following definitions. (Although all the definitions are not needed 
for this section of the paper, due to their relationship to each other, we give 
all of them at this point.) 
(3.6) DEFINITION. Let A be a ring. 
(3.6.1) A satisfies the Jirst chain condition for prime ideals (f.c.c.) in 
case every maximal chain of prime ideals in A has length equal to altitude A. 
(3.6.2) A is catenary in case, for each pair of prime ideals P C Q in A, 
GWOIP satisfies the f.c.c. 
(3.6.3) A satisfies the second chain condition for prime ideals (s.c.c.) in 
case, for each minimal prime ideal z in A, depth z = altitude A and every 
integral extension domain of A/x satisfies the f.c.c. 
(3.6.4) A satisfies the chain condition for prime ideals (c.c.) in case, for 
each pair of prime ideals P C Q in A, (A/P)O,p satisfies the S.C.C. 
It follows easily from the definitions that a local domain R is catenary if and 
only if R satisfies the f.c.c. Also, by [II, Theorem 2.21, R is catenary if and 
only if R is taut if and only if R is taut level. 
With these definitions, we can now give a short proof of the following 
known result. 
(3.7) COROLLARY (cf. [9, Theorem 2.21(3) 9 (6)]). Let (R, M) be a 
Henselian local domain. If R is catenary, then R satisjes the S.C.C. 
Proof. Let S be an integral extension domain of R and assume that there 
exists a mcpil n in S. Then, by (3.2), there exists a mcpil n in R. Therefore, 
since R is catenary, n = altitude R = altitude S, hence, S is catenary, and so, 
by definition, R satisfies the S.C.C. Q.E.D. 
This next corollary and (2.6) (and also (2.10)) are the results that suggested 
to the author that (3.1) might hold. 
(3.8) COROLLARY (cf. [lo, Theorem 3.21). Let (R, M) and (S, N) be as in 
(3.4). Then, R satisfies the f.c.c. if and only if S satis$es the f.c.c. 
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Proof. Assume that R satisfies the f.c.c. and that there exists a mcpil n 
in S. Then, by (3.4), there exists a mcpil n in R, hence, n = altitude R = 
altitude S, so S satisfies the f.c.c. 
The converse is proved similarly. Q.E.D. 
(3.9) Remark. Let (R, M) C (S, IV) be as in (3.4). Then, the following 
statements hold: 
(3.9.1) (cf. [lo, Theorem 3.21.) R is catenary if and only if S is catenary. 
(3.9.2) (cf. [5, (34.2); 10, Remark 2.24(ii)]). R satisfies the S.C.C. if and 
only if S satisfies the S.C.C. 
Proof. (3.9.1) follows easily from (3.8), since a quasi-local domain is 
catenary if and only if it satisfies the f.c.c. and since a ring A is catenary if 
and only if A/z is catenary, for each minimal prime ideal z in A. 
(3.9.2) The proof of this does not seem to be shortened by using (3.4), 
so we refer the reader to the cited references. Q.E.D. 
To prove another corollary to (3.1), the following known result is needed: 
There exists a mcpil n in a local domain (R, M) if and only if there exists a 
mcpil n in R[XJ+,,MR[x~ [2, Theorem 61. 
(3.10) COROLLARY. Let (R, M) C (S, N) be as in (3.4). Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(3.10.1) There exists a mcpil n in S(X) = S[x],[xl . 
(3.10.2) There exists a mcpil n in R(X) = RIXjMRcXI . 
(3.10.3) There exists a mcpil n in A. 
Proof. Since S(X) is integral over R(X), (3.10.1) 0 (3.10.2), by (3.4). 
Also, it follows from [2, Theorem 61 (much as in the first half of the proof of 
(3.4)) that (3.10.2) o (3.10.3). Q.E.D. 
The preceding corollary allows us to give the following generalization of 
[2, Theorem 61. 
(3.11) PROPOSITION. Let (R, M) C (S, N) be as in (3.4). Then, there 
exists a mcpil n in S if and only if there exists a mcpil n in S(X) = S[X],I,I . 
Proof. There exists a mcpil n in S(X) if and only if there exists a mcpil n 
in R (by (3.10.1) 9 (3.10.3)) if and only if there exists a mcpil n in S (by 
(3.4)). Q.E.D. 
The following known result follows easily from (3.11). 
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(3.12) COROLLARY (cf. [lo, Theorem 4.111). Let (R, ICI) _C (S, IV) be as in 
(3.4). Then, S satisJies the f.c.c. if and only if S(X) satis$es the f.c.c. 
Proof. This follows from (3.1 I), much as (3.8) follows from (3.4). Q.E.D. 
(3.13) Remark. Let the notation be as in (3.12). Then, the following 
statements hold: 
(3.13.1) (cf. [lo, Th eorem 4.111.) S is catenary if and only if S(X) is 
catenary. 
(3.13.2) S satisfies the S.C.C. if and only if S(X) satisfies the S.C.C. 
Proof. Part (3.13.1) follows easily from (3.12), using the facts in the proof 
of (3.9.1) and the fact that the minimal prime ideals in S(X) are the ideals 
z&(X) with z a minimal prime ideal in S, and then S(X)/&(X) g (S/z)(X). 
(3.13.2) This follows from (3.9.2), once it is known that R satisfies 
the S.C.C. if and only if R(X) satisfies the S.C.C. For this, it suffices, by [lo, 
Remark 2.23(iii)], to prove this when R is a local domain. Then, R satisfies 
the s.c.c., if and only if R(X) does [15, (2.15)J. Q.E.D. 
The following proposition is, essentially, a corollary to (3.1). The result 
was suggested by (3.2) and (3.3). 
(3.14) PROPOSITION. Let (R, M) C (S, IV) be as in (3.1). Then, R has the 
following property (P) if and only if S has (P): (P) For a local domain L, if 
there exists a mcpil n in an integral extension domain of L, then, there exists a 
mpil n in L. 
Proof. Assume that R has (P), and assume that there exists an integral 
extension domain D of S that has a mcpil n. Then, D is integral over R, 
hence, there exists a mcpil n in R (by hypothesis). Therefore, there exists a 
mcpil n in S (3.1), hence, S has (P). 
Conversely, assume that S has (P) and that there exists an integral extension 
domain D of R that has a mcpil n. Then, S[D] is an integral extension domain 
of S which, by the going up theorem, has a mcpil n. Therefore, by hypothesis, 
there exists a mcpil n in S. Hence, there exists a mcpil n in R (3.1), and so R 
has (P). Q.E.D. 
This section will be closed with the following questions (suggested by 
(3.1)) and some comments on them. 
(3.15) QUESTION. Let (R, M) _C (S, N) be quasi-local domains such that 
R is local and S is integral over R. If (0) C Q1 C .*. C QZn = N is a mcpil n 
inS,is(0)CQ1nRC.=. CQn n R = M a maximal chain of prime ideals 
in R? 
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(3.16) QUESTION. If the answer to (3.15) is no, then does it hold when R is 
Henselian 7 
The author does not know the answer to either question. However, the 
following comments can easily be made: 
(1) To prove (3.1 S), it suffices to prove: If Q is a height one prime ideal 
in S, then height Q n R = 1. (This follows by induction on altitude R, since 
R/(Q n R) C S/Q satisfy the hypotheses on R C S.) 
(2) If, for each height one prime ideal p in the integral closure R’ of R, 
height p n R = 1, then, for all height one prime ideals Q in S, height 
Q n R = 1. (This follows much as in the first paragraph of the proof of (2.2).) 
(2a) At most finitely many height one prime ideals p in R’ are such 
that height p n R > 1 (by [2, Theorem 7; 1, (23.2.5)], since the latter 
reference says there is a finite R-algebra A C R’ such that Spec A z Spec R’). 
(3) For (3.16), it suffices (and is necessary) to prove that (2) holds, 
since R/(Q n R) is Henselian). Therefore, for (3.16), it suffices to prove: 
If R is Henselian, then, for all c E M’ (the maximal ideal in R’) and for all 
height one prime ideals p in R[c], height p n R = 1. 
(4) Question (3.16) (and h ence, (3.15)) may be a difficult problem. For, 
if the answer is no, then the chain conjecture fails (that is, the integral 
closure of a local domain satisfies the cc.). Namely, it is known [12, (2.4)] 
that the chain conjecture is equivalent to: If R is a Henselian local domain, then 
R is HI . Therefore, if p is a height one prime ideal in R’ such that height 
p n R > 1, then, depth p = depth p n R < altitude R - 1, hence, R’ is 
not HI , and so R is not Hi (2.6). 
4. THIRD NOTE 
In trying to determine whether or not the cabin conjectures hold, it 
frequently simplifies things when one can assume that there are no height one 
maximal ideals in the integral closure of a given local domain R. (By [S, 
Proposition 3.51, this is equivalent to there being no depth one minimal 
prime ideals in the completion of R.) From the main result in this section, 
it follows that we very often can make this assumption. 
We begin with the following definition. 
(4.1) DEFINITION. Let (A, J) b e a local domain. An integral extension 
domain B = A[c] of A is a special extension of A in case there exist exactly two 
maximal ideals M’ and M” in B such that M’ = (J, c)B, M” = (J, c - l)B, 
and J=M’nM”. 
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In the proof of (4.2) below, we need the following known facts about special 
extensions [12, (4.8)]. If B is a special extension of A, then the following 
statements hold: (a) There exists a one to one correspondence between the 
nonmaximal prime ideals p in A and the nonmaximal prime ideals q in B such 
that p and q correspond if and only if A, = B,; and (b) for each nonzero 
prime ideal q in B, either B/q = A/(q n A) (if q $ M’ n M”) or B/q is a 
special extension of A/(q n A) (if q C M’ n M”). 
(4.2) THEOREM. Let (R, AI) be a local domain such that altitude R > 1. 
Then, there exist local domains (A, J) and (S, N) such that: R _C A _C S; A is 
a finite integral extension of R; Spec A z Spec S; and there does not exist 
a height one maximal ideal in the integral closure of S. 
Proof. If there does not exist a height one maximal ideal in the integral 
closure R’ of R, then, let (S, N) = (A, J) = (R, M). Therefore, assume 
that there exist height one maximal ideals in R’, and let c E R’ such that c 
is in a maximal ideal N’ in R’ if and only if height N’ = 1 and such that 
c - 1 is in all other maximal ideals in R’. Let B = R[c], so M’ = (M, c)B 
and M” = (M, c - 1)B are the maximal ideals in B and height M’ = 1 and 
height M” = height M. Let A = R + (M’ n M”). Then, R C A C B, A is 
a local domain with maximal ideal J = (M’ n M”)A = (M’ n M”)B, and A 
is a finite integral extension domain of R. Also, B is easily seen to be a special 
extension of A, so (a) and (b) in the paragraph preceding this theorem hold. 
Further, since height M’ = 1, it follows from (b) that: (b’) For each nonzero 
prime ideal q in B, B/q = A/(q n A). 
Let S = B[l/c] = A[c, I/c] (= BMm), and let N = M”S. Then, (S, N) 
is a local domain whose integral closure S’ is R’[l/c], so there does not exist a 
height one maximal ideal in S’. Also, by (a), there exists a one to one corre- 
spondence between the nonmaximal prime ideals p in A and the nonmaximal 
prime ideals P in S such that p and P corresponcPif and only if A, = S, . 
Further, by (b’), for each nonzero prime ideal P in S, S/P = A/(P n A). 
Therefore, it follows that Spec A E Spec S. Q.E.D. 
Using some results in Sections 2 and 3, we have the following five corollaries 
of (4.2). 
(4.3) COROLLARY. With the notation of (4.2), the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(4.3.1) There exists a mcpil n in R. 
(4.3.2) There exists a mcpil n in A. 
(4.3.3) There exists a mcpil n in S. 
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Proof. (4.3.1) e (4.3.2), by (3.1), and (4.3.2) o (4.3.3), since SpecA s 
Spec S. Q.E.D. 
(4.4) COROLLARY. With the notation of (4.2), the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(4.4.1) R is catenary. 
(4.4.2) A is catenury. 
(4.4.3) S is cutenary. 
Proof. This follows from (3.8) and Spec A g Spec S. Q.E.D. 
(4.5) COROLLARY. With the notation of (4.2), the following statements are 
equivalent : 
(4.5.1) R is Hi. 
(4.52) A is Hi. 
(4.5.3) S is Hi. 
Proof. This follows from (2.6) and Spec A s Spec S. Q.E.D. 
(4.6) COROLLARY. With the notation of (4.2), the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(4.6.1) R is Ci. 
(4.6.2) A is Ci . 
(4.6.3) S is Ci . 
Proof. (4.6.1) 0 (4.6.2), by (2.7), and (4.6.2) 9 (4. 6. 3), by (4.5) and (b’) 
in the proof of (4.2). Q.E.D. 
(4.7) COROLLARY. With the notation of (4.2), the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(4.7.1) There exists an integral extension domain of R that has a mcpil 
n # 1. 
(4.7.2) There exists an integral extension domain of A that has a m&l 
n # 1. 
(4.7.3) There exists an integral extension domain of S that has a m+l n. 
Proof. (4.7.1) implies (4.7.2), much as in the last paragraph of the proof 
of (3.14), and clearly, (4.7.2) implies (4.7.1). 
If there exists an integral extension domain D of A that has a mcpil n # 1, 
then D[c, l/c] is an integral extension domain of S = A[c, l/c] with a mcpil n, 
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by the going up theorem and since, if c is in a prime ideal P in O[c], then P is a 
height one maximal ideal (since this holds in A[c]). 
Conversely, if there exists a mcpil n in an integral extension domain L of S, 
then n # 1. (For, if there exists a height one maximal ideal in L, then there 
exists a height one maximal ideal in the integral closure of L, so there exists 
a height one maximal ideal in the integral closure of S [5, (10.14)], contra- 
diction.) Therefore, there exists a mcpil n # 1 in an integral extension 
domain of A[c] (since S = A[c, I/c] and c is in only the height one maximal 
ideal in A[c]), hence, there exists a mcpil n # 1 in an integral extension 
domain of A (since c is integral over A). Q.E.D. 
(4.8) Remark. With the notation of (4.2), the integral closure R’ of R 
satisfies the C.C. (3.6.4) if and only if the integral closure S’ of S does. 
Proof. By the proof of (4.2), either S = R (so S’ = R’) or S’ = R’[ l/c], 
for some c E R’ such that c is in a maximal ideal N’ in R’ if and only if height 
N’ = 1. Therefore, since RL, satisfies the s.c.c., for all height one maximal 
ideals M’ in R’, and since an integral domain A satisfies the C.C. if and only if 
A, does, for all maximal ideals M in A [lo, Remark 2.23(iii)], R’ satisfies the 
C.C. if and only ifs’ does. Q.E.D. 
5. FOURTH NOTE 
In this section, we prove a fairly general theorem (5.1) from which it 
follows, for example, that if (R, M) is a local ring and R[XjtMsx) has a mcpil n: 
then R[X’J, does, for all maximal ideals Q in R[x] such that Q n R = M. 
The theorem was suggested by an argument that was repeated in three recent 
papers [14, (2.14) and (4.8); 15, (2.9.2); 16, (3.8)]. 
In proving (5.1), we need the following fact (see [5, (14.7)] and its proof): 
Let (R, M) be a local ring, and let N be a maximal ideal in R, = R[X, ,..,, X,J 
such that N n R = M. Then, there exist elements fi ,..., f,, in N such that 
iv = (M,f, ,...,fn)R, and such that R, is a free integral extension ring of 
A = R[f, ,..., f*]. (For i = I,..., n, let xi = Xi + N, let fi’ = fi’(Ti) be the 
minimumpolynomial for x, over (R/M)[x, ,..., xi-J, and letfa = f,(X, ,..., Xi) 
be the polynomial obtained from fi by replacing x, ,. . . , xi-r , Ti by X1 ,. . . , X, , 
respectively.) 
(5.1) THEOREM. Let (R, M) be a local ring, and let R, = REX, ,..., X-1. 
Let (P) be a property of local rings such that: (a) If R g L are local rings and R 
has (P), then L has (P); and, (b) If L is a free$nite integral extension ring of R 
and L is local, then L has (P) ;f and om’y if R has (P). Assume that there exists a 
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maximal ideal Q in R,, such that Q n R = M and (R,& has (P). Then, for all 
maximal ideals N in R, such that N n R = M, (R,&,, has (P). 
Proof. Let fi ,..., fm E Q such that Q = (M, fi ,... , f,,)R, and such that R, 
is a free integral extension ring of A = RV, ,..., f,J. (See the paragraph 
preceding this theorem.) Let Q’ = Q n A = (M, fl ,. . . , fJA. Then, Q = Q’R, , 
so (R,& is a free integral extension ring of A,* . Therefore, by hypothesis and 
@I, 4, has W Also, & LIZ D, = R[& ,... , Xnl~M.xl ,..., x,), so, by (I), D, 
has (P). 
Now, let N be a maximal ideal in R, such that N r\ R = M, let g, , . . . , g, E N 
such that N = (M,g, ,...,g,)R, and R, is a free integral extension ring of 
B = R[g i ,..., g,J, and let N’ = N n B = (M,gg, ,..., g,)B. Then, N = N’R, , 
so (R& is a free integral extension ring of B,? . Also, B,* G D, , hence, by 
(a) and the last paragraph, B,, has (P), and so, by (b), (R,& has (P). Q.E.D. 
(5.2) Remark. With the notation of (5.1), if (b) is replaced by: (b’) If R 
has (P), then L has (P); and if D, has (P), then, for all maximal ideals N in 
in R, such that N n R = M, (R,JN has (P). 
Proof. This was shown in the last paragraph of the proof of (5.1). Q.E.D. 
All of the chain conditions that have been mentioned in this paper satisfy (a) 
and (b), as will now be shown. 
(5.3) PROPOSITION. Each of the following properties of a local ring R satisfy 
conditions (a) and(b) of (5.1): 
(5.3.1) R is Hi. 
(5.3.2) R is taut (respectively, taut level). 
(5.3.3) R is Ci . 
(5.3.4) R is catenary. 
(5.3.5) R satisfies the f.c.c. 
(5.3.6) R has a mcpil n. 
(5.3.7) R satisfies the S.C.C. 
Proof. In each case, it suffices to give a reference to show that (b) holds. 
For this, we note that, in (b), minimal prime ideals inL lie over minimal prime 
ideals in R. Therefore, for (5.3.1), see [16, (2.1711. Case (5.3.2) clearly follows 
from (5.3.1) (see also [4, Proposition 121). For (5.3.3), see [16, (3.18)]. For 
(5.3.4) and (5.3.5), see [lo, Theorem 3.21. For (5.3.6), see (3.4). For (5.3.7), 
see [lo, Remark 2.24(ii); 5, (34.2)]. Q.E.D. 
(5.4) Remark. There are, of course, other properties that satisfy (a) and 
(b) of (5.1). For example, Noetherian, Macaulay, complete, etc. 
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The following corollary contains as special cases [16, (3.8); 14, (2.14); 
14, (4.8)], and is closely related to [15, (2.9.2); 9, Theorem 2.21; 11, Remark 
3.8(ii)]. 
(5.5) COROLLARY. Let (R, &f) and R, be us in (5.1). If, for some n > 0, 
there exists a maximal ideal Q in R, such that Q n R = M and (R& satisfies 
any of the following conditions, then, for all maximal ideals N in R, such that 
N n R = M, (Rn)N satisjes that condition (where I denotes a local ring): 
(5.5.1) I is Hi. 
(5.5.2) I is taut (respectively, taut level). 
(5.5.3) I is Ci . 
(5.5.4) I is catenary. 
(5.5.5) I satisfies the f.c.c. 
(5.5.6) I has a m&l n. 
(5.5.7) I satisfies the S.C.C. 
Proof. Clear by (5.1) and (5.3). Q.E.D. 
This paper will close with the following corollary, which extends (5.5) to 
quasi-local rings as in (3.4). 
(5.6) COROLLARY. Let (Ii, M) _C (S, N) be as in (3.4), and let S, = 
q-q ,*a., XJ. If, for some n > 0, there exists a maximal ideal Q in S, such that 
Q n S = N and (S,), satisfies any of the following conditions, then, for all 
maximal ideals P in S,, such that P n S = N, that condition holds for (S,,), 
(where I’ denotes a quasi-local ring that contains and is integral over a local ring I 
such that minimal prime ideals in I’ lie over minimalprime ideals in I)): 
(5.6.1) I’ is Hi. 
(5.6.2) I’ is taut (respectively, taut level). 
(5.6.3) I’ is Ci . 
(5.6.4) I’ is catenary. 
(5.6.5) I’ satis$es the f.c.c. 
(5.6.6) I’ has a m&l n. 
(5.6.7) I’ satisfies the S.C.C. 
Proof. Assume that Q is a maximal ideal in S, such that Q n S = N and 
(5.6.i) holds for (&Jo (for some i = l,..., 7), and let P be a maximal ideal in 
S,, such that P n S = N. Let fi ,..., f,, E Q such that Q = (N, fi ,..., f&Y, , 
and let g, ,..., g, E P such that P = (N, g1 ,..., g&S, . Let C be the set of 
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coefficients of the fj and gj , and let A = R[C], so A is a local ring with 
maximal ideal M’ = iV n A. Let Q’ = Q n A, and P’ = P n A, , where 
A, = A[X,,..., X,]. Then, Q’ = (M’,f, ,..., f,JA, and P’ = (M’, g, ,..., g,)A,, 
so (S,), is integral over (A& and (S,), is integral over (A,JP, . Therefore, 
(5.6.i) holds for (A& ( see below), hence, (5.6.i) holds for (AJP, (5.5) and 
so (5.6.i) holds for (S,), (see below). 
To complete the proof, it must be shown that if I C I’ are as in the statement 
of (5.6), then, for each i = l,..., 7, (5.6.i) holds for I’ if and only if (5.6.i) 
holds for I. But this is true, by the corresponding references given in (5.3), 
since the references given there hold for rings I C I’, as above. Q.E.D. 
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